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CxAODReader setup on lxplus

Environment settings. In particular, no local 
installation (e.g. lwtnn) → compile

Code version from 13-07-2021

Full statistics on 
signal and diboson

Not going to touch 
this config file 
anymore

Output
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Building the DNN

Number of events

I consider just one background 
file (Diboson-1.root)

I take 50k sig + 50k bkg
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Building the DNN

Purposely downgrading the 
DNN (I want to have a large 
variation of scores)
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Building the DNN

Saving the model and 
architecture
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Building the DNN

Saving the variables file

Sanity-checked that the mean 
and std calculated by the 
StandardScaler are the same 
that are saved in the variables 
file
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Results

I don’t want to normalize 
the score distributions, I 
want to see the absolute 
scales
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Results

Full set
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Keeping eventNumber

isSignalinput features eventNumberscore
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Keeping eventNumber: sanity check
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Keeping eventNumber: observation

EventNumber is not a unique identifier
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From this moment on, I’m not touching python anymore (lest I re-initialize the 
random generators and produce slightly different results)
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Running the lwtnn converters

Cloned a local copy of 
lwtnn
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Running the lwtnn converters
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Re-running the CxAODReader

Copied the converted file to the PDNNModel folder:

Notice that this folder already contained a FeatureScaling.dat file too
According to previous experience, this file is useless (feature scaling is applied by 
lwtnn internally using all the information inside the json file)
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Re-running the CxAODReader

One single (dummy) mass hypothesis should 
collapse the pDNN into a DNN

Configuration file:
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Comparing scores

lwtnn: signal

lwtnn: background

There are arguments why at this level it 
could be ok that they don’t match. 
However ...
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Comparing scores

Example of single event

Example of double event

Example of non-selected event (-99)
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Comparing scores

Here do the same 
plot for sig and 
bkg separately
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BONUS
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An interesting observation

If I don’t do this, the DNN 
breaks down (!?)
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